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Speed, Simplicity, Convenience The
ECTkeyboard takes the advantages of both

eye tracking and virtual keyboards into
consideration and thus became a real-life

success. Its high-tech approach enables users
with motor impairments to type via blinking or

eye movements without the need to move
their eyes. Supported Languages: English,
Spanish, Russian, German, Italian, French

Feature Highlights: • Add characters manually
or use ‘Step by step’ • Adjust color of each

character independently • Adjust font size or
font type of each character independently •
Use customizable palette for a unique feel •
Easy to use and customize user interface •
Strong and potent connectivity • Supports
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high contrast and low contrast versions • No
additional hardware is required to use

ECTkeyboard • Includes hardware ready to
use • Clean and simple interface/* * Copyright

(C) 2007 Alexey Proskuryakov * *
Redistribution and use in source and binary
forms, with or without * modification, are

permitted provided that the following
conditions * are met: * 1. Redistributions of

source code must retain the above copyright *
notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer. * 2. Redistributions in binary form
must reproduce the above copyright * notice,

this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the * documentation and/or other

materials provided with the distribution. * *
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY APPLE

COMPUTER, INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY * EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE * IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR * PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
NO EVENT SHALL APPLE COMPUTER, INC. OR *
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, *
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EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, *

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR * PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY * OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTR

ECTkeyboard Crack With Product Key Free

------------------------ The ECTkeyboard is an eye-
tracking application with a simple interface

and an effective text matrix. It is designed for
users with reduced motor skills who need to

type text letter by letter with ease. The
interface is based on a text matrix, which

contains all the basic symbols, pictograms and
letters that a keyboard usually contains.

Additionally, a simple and user-friendly text
editor will be opened along with the program,
allowing you to view each character you press

on the virtual keyboard. Enter text using
different modes Another important function of

ECTkeyboard is that it enables you to write
texts using various modes. You can either
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enter the text you are interested in using the
‘step-by-step’ mode, in which the program
automatically highlights one character after

another, then you choose the character
through eye movements or other pre-defined
actions, or accessing the ‘Coordinate’ mode

where you are required to indicate the row or
the column before actually selecting the

desired character. The third mode that the
application supports, entitled ‘Virtual

keyboard’, allows you to work with a mouse
and choose the characters you want manually.
Finally, the ‘Cursor holding coordinate’ mode
allows you to insert a new character into the
default text editor only by holding down the

selected key. Adjust the color of each
individual character For those who need to

personalize the appearance of the application,
ECTkeyboard enables them to adjust the color
and the font type of each element of the text

matrix. Since the program uses a hexadecimal
system of color representation, you are able to

choose what color you are interested in and
personalize each character effortlessly. Type

text using eye-tracking tools or a virtual
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keyboard To conclude, ECTkeyboard proves to
be an effective and reliable solution especially
intended for users with reduced motor skills
who need to type text through blinking or

simply using a virtual keyboard. Installation
and Uninstallation: How to install and uninstall

ECTkeyboard? This application is easy.
Uninstall ECTkeyboard? Click here to Uninstall.

Key Features: -------------------------- Virtual
keyboard Eyeball to eye to letter keyboard No
movement required New letter after blinking
Next letter after moving Select letter by eye

Move mouse or touchpad View letter by
moving ECTkeyboard Screenshot:

------------------------ Figure 1: Step by step
b7e8fdf5c8
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The best way to type using eye-tracking tools
and virtual keyboards is to know the various
ways to work with this application. Use the
following guidelines to make sure you get the
best out of this capable software. Use the eye-
tracking tools to get your text right on the first
try. Simply press and hold on one of the
character-entry placeholders provided in the
application, then you can use either eye-
tracking or the virtual keyboard to write down
each character you want. If you have trouble
in using eye-tracking tools, go directly to the
virtual keyboard where you can simply press
or hold on each of the characters displayed.
As you become more confident with the
program, you can use the eye-tracking tools to
help you select the text in the editor. For
instance, if you want to enter a short
message, you can use the eye-tracking tools
to find the character row in which you want
the message to appear. Connect to a
computer or smartphone and start typing! You
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can connect to a wireless computer or
smartphone with the help of the application's
optical disk, and use the mouse keys or the
keyboard keys to enter text letter by letter. As
your typing becomes more accurate, the
application will ask you to press a button to
switch to the virtual keyboard. Finally, you will
receive visual feedbacks whenever you select
a character in the text editor using eye-
tracking tools or a virtual keyboard.
Advantages: Simple and fast The application is
developed using easy-to-use graphics that are
easy to understand and intuitive. To use the
application, a quick and easy learning curve
will suffice. It is an exceptionally fast and light-
weight solution that operates on both
Windows and Mac computers. Easy to use
Using eye-tracking software does not require
any hard work on the users part. ECTkeyboard
is a very user-friendly solution, designed to
incorporate various eye-tracking utilities. The
virtual keyboard allows the user to type on a
more conventional keyboard, eliminating the
need to get a second keyboard. Detailed
instructions The software includes instructions
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and videos that will guide you through every
step of the process. It is also possible to use
the software to write long texts. In other
words, there is no need to enter text one letter
at a time. The application supports various

What's New In ECTkeyboard?

ECTkeyboard is an eye-tracking software
program that enables users to type text letter
by letter easily and quickly. The application is
easy to use, functional, and it is also equipped
with a sophisticated eye-tracking solution.
Keyboard features: 1. Text matrix with 10
rows and 11 columns 2. Customizable color of
each element of the text matrix 3. Multiline
editor 4. Keyboard mode: Steps, Cursor,
Virtual keyboard 5. Typing modes: Step-by-
step, Coordinate, Virtual keyboard 6. Typing
speed: Up to 14 WPM 7. Free Version
ECTkeyboard Uses: ECTkeyboard can be used
to type long texts using eye-tracking, or
simply to write short messages and
documents. ECTkeyboard Details:
ECTkeyboard can be downloaded for free from
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the official website of the developer, based in
Spain, and is available in multiple languages.
The application can be downloaded either in a
standalone file or as an installer file. Available
on Windows and Mac OSX (sofware is
compatible with Windows XP, Windows 7,
Windows 8, Mac OS X 10.4 and 10.5)
ECTkeyboard Supports: The application is
compatible with Windows XP, Windows 7,
Windows 8 and Mac OS X. ECTkeyboard
Requirements: Minimum System
requirements: Operating Systems: XP,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Mac OS X 10.4 and
10.5 CPU: 1 GHz RAM: 1.8 GB Network
connection: DSL, Cable Modem or WiFi.
ECTkeyboard Size: 1.1 MB ECTkeyboard
Language: English ECTkeyboard: Related
Software Similar software shotlights: Keyboard
Sensor iOS 9.1.1 download by freeworld.com
Keyboard keyboard Keynote 3.4.0 download
by freeworld.com Windows 7 64 Bit Quick Tips
And Tricks 1.0.0 download by freeworld.com H
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System Requirements For ECTkeyboard:

- Windows XP, Vista, or 7 - 3GB of RAM -
512MB of VRAM - DirectX 9.0c - 2GHz Intel or
AMD CPU - 880MHz or higher graphics card -
800x600 resolution - 1.5GB hard drive space -
Installer in the ''Program Files'' folder -
Optional Plugins The one we use is a special
version of the Hybrid mod, developed by a
modder named Dantions from Namibian team
that's
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